Book Reviews
The Challenge ofViolence edited by Derek Richter pp 174 £1.90 Tadworth, Surrey: Ardua Press (PO Box 7) 1972 There are nine chapters in this very readable book devoted to various aspects of violence in society today. The contributors are clearly knowledgeable, and the reader should derive a reasonable understanding of the problems. Not everything which has been written will be totally acceptable, but on the whole the book should make good reading for those not particularly expert but interested in this subject.
Over the past years the newspapers have been full of articles devoted to this subject and much of what has been written has been slanted and often biased. In this book, however, the authors have all been closely associated with the study of various aspects of violence and write from a background of real knowledge. The editor writes that there is a common dislike of violence in war, but little agreement on what we should do about it, or what practical steps we can take; and the book has been compiled with a view to bringing together some of the diversity of different viewpoints in people living in different countries and engaged in different fields of work. There are several points with which the reviewer does not agree, but most readers of this book will undoubtedly improve their understanding of the subject. It is well worth reading. In his introduction H C Meng states that parenteral nutrition will have a much more significant place in medical care in the very near future and emphasizes the problems encountered in some special conditions such as renal failure, hepatic insufficiency and pxediatrics. There is much valuable information on all these subjects. Many aspects of protein requirements are covered, including the relevance of amino acids. A variety of carbohydrates and fats are now available for intravenous use, and the merits and disadvantages of various preparations are discussed.
This book is highly recommended. It is authoritative, clearly written, well-produced and draws together many aspects of the subject scattered throughout the literature. It will be very useful indeed.
B E CLAYTON Existential Neurosis by E K Ledermann MD MRCPsych pp ix+140 £2.75 London: Butterworths 1972 For the reader who may have difficulty in relating contemporary existential philosophy to the practice of psychiatry this slim volume has the advantage of brevity. At a price of nearly three pounds for little over one hundred paper backed pages, however, it demands critical scrutiny.
An anecdotal reference to the epidemiology of neurotic illness is followed by a systematic dismissal of each contemporary school of psychiatry in turn and although the author appears to be under the impression that psychiatrists are usually strict adherents to only one of these approaches, he ends for good measure with an attack on eclecticism, which he appears to equate with indecision. The most useful part of the book is a brief but again critical account of neofreudian and contemporary existential philosophy which, including Laing and Sartre, he also finds wanting. After such a devastating critique it therefore comes as a relief when the author identifies himself with the philosophy of Karl Jaspers, seeing the goal of psychotherapy as a search for moral freedom and personal authenticity; but to go further in the search for knowledge of psychotherapy than merely this lofty ideal most will prefer to return to Jaspers' own slim volume, 'The Nature of Psychotherapy'.
The final section of the book is taken up with a description of the author's own approach to therapy which, in spite of his previously stated opposition to the use of hallucinogenic drugs, seems to lean most heavily on a rather cavalier
